Let’s Scrapbook! 4-H Project

IN THIS PROJECT, 4-H MEMBERS OF ALL AGES WILL LEARN:

● Why it is important to use archival-safe supplies
● The basic supplies needed to create a scrapbook page
● How to sort through and organize photographs
● How to crop and mat photographs
● How to create a scrapbook layout
● Techniques that make a scrapbook page unique
● How to cover a photo album

**Materials included with this project**

- Let’s Scrapbook! Project Book 100.P-10 (N06)
- Let’s Scrapbook! Greentop Project Summary 400.P-10 (N07)

**What can you do with your Let’s Scrapbook Project?**

DURING THE PROJECT, 4-H MEMBERS WILL:

● Participate in at least one community service project related to scrapbooking
● Give a public demonstration related to scrapbooking
● Keep good records of their scrapbooking project including workshops and project meetings attended, expenses, demonstrations, community service projects, and exhibits

MEMBERS WILL EXHIBIT ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING AT ACHIEVEMENT DAY OR COUNTY FAIR:

- One scrapbook page in a 8.5” X 11” or 12” X 12” format
- Two scrapbook pages in a 8.5” X 11” or 12” X 12” format that go together in a set (a two-page spread)
- One completed theme album of any size
- One completed gift album of any size
- One covered photo album
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SUGGESTED COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

● Use your scrapbooking supplies to make greeting cards to present to a children’s room at a hospital or the residents of a local nursing home to help brighten their day.
● Teach a group in your community such as Senior Citizens, teen moms, children’s groups, or others some basic scrapbooking techniques.
● Donate scrapbooking supplies to a local Headstart, Children’s Home or Shelter for craft time.
● Use your supplies to make door decorations for a holiday or event at a senior center, children’s home, hospital or shelter.
● Cover a photo album and donate it to a senior citizen or children’s home resident.

WHERE YOU CAN GO FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

● County Extension Agent
● 4-H Club Leader
● Let’s Scrapbook! Project Leader
● Internet (type “Scrapbooking” into search engine)
● Library

4-H MEMBERS MAY WANT TO CONSIDER SIGNING UP FOR A PHOTOGRAPHY PROJECT TO LEARN HOW TO TAKE BETTER PICTURES TO USE ON YOUR SCRAPBOOK PAGES.